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Each year, approximately 16,000 people are murdered in the United States. Seven percent of the
killers are female; one of them being Simone Campbell.In Secrets of a Side Bitch 2, Simone is
struggling to keep together the web of lies that she has woven, all in attempts to be the number one
woman in Omari Suttonâ€™s life. She continues to pull one devious and demented trick after
another to maintain her role as Omariâ€™s leading lady. Her tower of lies begins crashing down as
intricate parts of her schemes begin to unfold. Chance reemerges, threatening Simoneâ€™s
connection to the murder. Desperateness to have Omariâ€™s baby sends Simone into such erratic
behavior that she starts to make telling mistakes. All the while, Omari is set on making Aeyshaâ€™s
murderer pay for killing the one woman that truly had his heart.
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Ms. Jessica Girl.. To Quote Rihanna "Where Have You Been All My Life?". I Read This In
THIRTEEN HRS! I Havent Been THIS Entrapped In A Book Since You Dropped Part 1! You
STEPPED IT UP BIG TIME.. I Havent Had So Many "OMG" Or "WTF" Emotions Run Thru Me Since
The Last Time I Saw Maury! I Am ADDICTED To Your Work And Simply CANT WAIT For Your Next

Installment! Thank You For A WONDERFUL Read!

Another part after part after part. Can you authors please just give your reader the whole story in
one book. Or at least finish it in the second. First it is a good read. But when I went into part 2. It was
a repeat of the ending of part 1 word for word. Now I'm left hanging to wait for PART 3. I read so
many books I will need a refresher of PART 2. Please give your readers a break on all the different
PARTS. We deserve to get thewhole story in one book. Don't we.....?!

Ms. Jessica ?! Why would you do us like that ?! Part three better be coming soon ! :)that damn
Simone is something else !! I can't believe how she reacted towards a BABY !! An innocent little
baby ! I wanted to jump in those pages and strangle the life out of her just like she did Tammy in
book one ! Haha ! Simone is that character that you hate so much but love to read about !!Gia and
Chance were adorable ! Acting like two star eyed teenagers ! They had their own drama thrown into
the mix along with everything else that was already going on . loved Chance the most from part two
.. He had his small appearances in book one but in glad Jessica Watkins have him his own portrayal
of the story in this one . He is not a dumb character at all !! He figures out people and everything
quick ! Especially Simone !! I was hoping he'd break her damn neck many times here !Read this !!
It's a tad short and I finished it in one sitting . It was wonderful . Hopefully part three is on the way
soon ! Can't wait to see what happens with these characters !!

Shaking my head!!!! Jessica Watkins took us there.... O M G.... This book is on FIRE..... Wow, never
one to spoil a good book but get ready for a emotional ride... In Secrets of a side Bitch Authoress
Jessica Watkins put us in our seat and told us to buckle up, in Secrets of a side Bitch 2 she forgot to
tell us to tighten our seat belt, readers you guys better hold on because this story just got
real......Jessica as always I'm telling all my friends about you and your books. Looking forward to
reading more of your work.....

I read this entire book in 4 hours. Couldn't put it down! Great read and definitely a page turner!
Jessica Watkins did her thing once again. The ending left me with my mouth open and my mind
racing. Can't wait for part three! This series and this book is a must read. It has just the right amount
of ratchetness, murder, drugs, and sex! Great story line and amazing writing! Definitely a MUST
READ!

I have a headache, waiting for Simone to meet her fate. The book began by recalling what took
place in the 1st one (3 months earlier) and then following-up three (3) months later. Simone was
even more deceitful, evil, twisted, & deranged. Jessica Watkins, is a great story teller-weaving a tale
so seamless & real, it was like being a part of the desparate ploys of this psychotic broad. I was so
sad about Baby Dahlia. Although this all started from Omari's infidelity, my heart went out to him
because of all the pain he had to endure. I enjoyed Chance & Gia's "relationship" & hopefully, it'll be
explored more in future installments of this series.More than anything, the recurring theme in this
book was DESPERATION with its characters. It showed how lives are affected & realities changed
when a person feels they are at a point of no return and the only way to "make it", is to do & be
someone they wouldn't normally. Be ready for a range of emotions because it will DEFINETLY be a
bumpy ride!

I was very eager to get my hands on this book after reading part one with that book being so
good.The book had a lot of hot moments and scenes that had me re-reading what I'd seen on the
pages.However, I am mad that Simone has not gotten what is coming to her. Here we are again in
book two and Simone is still up to no good and she is simply getting away with everything she's
doing. Omari is still dumb and being manipulated and whatever happened to Eboni? I think the book
ended way to quickly. I do think that the storylines and criss crosses of characters was wonderful
but as an author, you have to give the readers something. The cliffhanger is great but I think the
whole book was a cliffhanger. Nothing was settled. Not even a little bit. You have to give the readers
something.Needless to say I will get part three. I am hoping the author will settle some things this
time around and make Omari a little smarter than he was in book one and book two. Him being so
naive is just annoying for him to have been through so much.One top of all of that how in the world
did Simone hide her pregnancy? Five months!? Did she gain wait? He was rubbing her stomach. I
don't get that at all. Then she said she's gonna steal a baby. I wanna see how she pulls this
off.Definitely a four star book for all of the suspense but you gotta settle something next time. If this
series turns into a drawn out four or five book series, I don't think I'll continue to read it.
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